Week 8 Assignment 8

Due on 2019-09-25, 23:59 HKT

Week 8 Assignment 8 Details

1. Brain dead... 
   - justify/defend
   - nothing impossible to train
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

2. What does the layout below show?... 
   - under some condition/variables
   - patients with some conditions... 
   - patients with absent variables... 
   - patients with other variables... 
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

3. Which of the following may be used for accuracy and absolute quantification using mass spectrometry?... 
   - FTMS MS/MS 
   - QTOF MS/MS 
   - LC-MS/MS 
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

4. Which of the following statements is incorrect?... 
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

5. Consider the following statements:... 
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

6. Consider the figure below:... 
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

7. Figure 8.4 shows the following:... 
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

8. Consider the following text:... 
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

9. Which of the following statements is incorrect?... 
   - how to grade in controls
   - how to grade in patients

10. Consider the following statement:... 
    - how to grade in controls
    - how to grade in patients